Hello lovely!
Are you a professional single woman who
would love to attract an empowered,
masculine man in your life?
OR
Are you a partnered career woman who
would love to up level the connection,
intimacy and passion in your relationship…
while having more FUN???
If yes, then I’ve reached the right woman!
My name is Sami Wunder, and I am a
leading, international dating and
relationship expert for professional women
looking to crack the code to blissful
romantic love that LASTS!
The BBC has called me the ‘Get the Ring
Coach,’ Business Insider anointed me with
the title of the ‘Modern Day Relationship
Guru’ and Forbes magazine wrote about my
company's fast growth to a multi-7 figure
company within four years.

And while all those accolades are certainly nice to have, here's what I am truly
proud of: The real-life results and transformation I have helped my clients
achieve.
I believe any company's true success lies in being able to help their clients achieve
the transformation they promise.
And I feel triumphant when I get to share that I've helped a record number of
women in the last six years alone (307 are the ‘reported’ numbers and the
reality is even more than that), to walk down the aisle and get married to their
Soulmate!!!!
Plus, I've helped over 350 marriages / committed relationships come back from the
brink of breakup and divorce and become deeply connected and passionate again.
Again, the real numbers far exceed the reported numbers.

The truth is that what I do lights me up like anything else and my inbox is filled daily
with blessings and thank you messages from women who have been doing my work
and succeeding with it. You can bet that a woman I helped to attract Soulmate love or
heal her marriage, DOES NOT forget me ☺
But, what some of you may still not know is that just a few years ago, I was no diva. In
fact, I was a smart, professional woman with a good heart, who couldn't understand
why she was chronically single.

I had man after man, fizzle out on me, ghost on me, tell me he wasn't ‘feeling it’ or
lose interest in me, after a few weeks or months.
But as many of you may have experienced – We women don't really do anything
about our pain, till our pain becomes big enough. We focus on our career, social
life, body and travels. At least, that was true for me.

When things didn't work out with men, even when it was happening repeatedly, I
always blamed the man as a loser and moved forward, hoping that one day the
right man will come, and everything will just fit.
Well, guess what? It didn't because I was refusing to see that I was the common
denominator in all my experiences with men. It wasn’t until the man I thought was
‘the one’ for me, broke my heart into a million pieces and walked out on me, that I
realized I had to address my ‘love life’ as a priority.
Because if I didn't, I would just keep repeating the same patterns with the new
men and it had become too painful to go through the same feelings of intense
rejection and unworthiness, again and again.
Plus, I always wanted to have a family and it was a non-negotiable for me to
balance my success and ambition with a fulfilling private life.
Long story short, I used my empowered masculine energy (which I've naturally
had lots of as an ambitious, intelligent woman) to find solutions to my love life
challenges. I dove deep into studying and cracking the code to romantic love and
doing deep healing and inner work.
What I learnt TRANSFORMED me as a woman from the inside-out.
Within 9 months of doing the inner work, I got engaged to my husband Chris who
ADORES me! We're almost nine years married and have a great passionate
connection, with two beautiful little boys and have even manifested our dream
luxury home!

In fact, Chris even helps me with my company because I realized I needed more
support and masculine presence in my work. And guess what, we're doing that
together too, beautifully in fact.
I started my company back in 2016 because doing the inner work changed my life
in such massively rewarding ways, and I was eager to share the messages I knew
that completely transformed my own love life and continue to fuel my marriage
beautifully.
So if you're a single woman who knows she's a catch and yet you're
struggling with ● Men fizzling out on you
● Consistently breaking relationships / dates that you cannot seem to sustain
● Feeling overwhelmed when it comes to navigating online dating or even
organic dating
● Feeling tired of attracting the wrong men who treat you poorly
● Feeling anxious at night about your biological clock ticking while your
career continues to be demanding a lot of your time
● Feeling alone and wondering if something's wrong with you (it is NOT).
OR if you're a woman in a relationship / married and you're feeling ● Resentful and angry towards your man about his lack of contribution in the
relationship
● Arguing frequently and having disagreements about kids / house chores /
finances
● Wondering where the sexual intimacy and passion went?
● Struggling to find peace and acceptance around some of your man's bad
habits
I want you to know, you're not alone, we can fix this and right now we'd love to
help you inside ELEVATE.
ELEVATE is my 6-month live, interactive group coaching program where we teach
the high-achieving woman the art of attracting and succeeding at healthy romantic
relationships.

Inside ELEVATE, if you're single, we can help you ● Heal your past and help you feel powerful around men and in love again
● Heal your heart and feel whole, worthy and deserving of receiving amazing
love in your life
● Make you feel renewed, energized and excited about dating again (so
important!)
● Understand the exact process to attract high quality men online and get
real dates where you are treated like the queen that you are (zero
overwhelm and by just spending 10 mins a day on an app)
● Acquire the exact blueprint to go from date 1, to date 7 to month 3 to an
exclusive relationship and even a proposal with a great guy without you
ever wondering – ‘ Am I doing this right?’
● Feel confident in your feminine energy around men and have solid
boundaries without the fear of rejection or not being good enough

If you're in a relationship, inside ELEVATE we can help you ● Stop the endless friction in your relationship by dispelling the arguments
and fights
● Bring an end to power struggles with your partner / husband around
money & chores
● Revive the passion and sexual chemistry in bed while helping you feel like
the sensual diva goddess that you are
● Get your man to open up emotionally to you and foster deeper emotional
intimacy and connection
● Be a good team together, build a vision and legacy together for a bright
future
● Help you get from being in a committed relationship to getting engaged (if
that is your desire).
Our clients describe being in ELEVATE as ‘life changing’ and the mid-level four
figure investment into the program as a ‘drop in the ocean’ in comparison to the
results they achieve.

We have an endless number of success stories and testimonials that are not
possible to fit into this letter. However, we've included a handful of video case
studies at the bottom of this document for you to meet and feel inspired by these
women.

The 11 th edition of ELEVATE with live coaching support takes place between March
1st – August 31 st, 2022 but you can start as soon as you sign up today with the
bonus training sessions waiting for you inside your ELEVATE portal.
ELEVATE is our most successful program to date with the highest number of client
engagements, happy committed relationships and healed marriages emerging
from it.
If you still have questions after reading this letter, please do not hesitate to reach
out to me directly on Facebook by clicking here, or over email at support@samiwunder.com

1. Who do we serve inside ELEVATE, my Inner Circle?
ELEVATE serves both the single woman and the woman in a relationship.
We run two, separate, highly focused groups, one catering to the single successful
woman, looking to call in her Soulmate – an empowered, masculine man.
The second group caters to women in relationships and married women, looking
to heal their relationships with their men and go from being the givers and doers,
to being the ones that receive and get cherished by their men.

2. So what are you getting exactly when you sign up?
1) 24 total live group coaching calls over a period of 6 months, four live calls
each month with Sami and her team of exceptionally well-trained coaches. These
are video calls where you can ask your questions and interact directly with us on
Zoom.

—> 1 st Live Session Each Month - Content Anchoring Call with Coach
Katrina Small to help you feel up to date with what's inside the modules

and receive valuable reminders.

—> 2 nd Live Session Each Month - Implementation Session with Coach
Natalie Deadman, to give you practical examples and tools relevant to that
module so that you can IMPLEMENT what's been provided in theory.

—> 3 rd Live Session Each Month – Q&A Coaching Call with me, Sami
Wunder each month to get laser focused advice on your questions,
situations, patterns that may be showing up.

—> 4 th Live Session Each Month – An extra Q&A Coaching Call with me
Sami Wunder (3 extra calls) or coach Natalie Deadman each month. Natalie
and I will alternate the months, as Natalie brings a diversity to my work that
our clients tremendously appreciate.

2) Vision-Setting call with Sami Wunder
On top of the 24 live coaching calls, you will receive a Vision-Setting live session
with me, to kick-off the program and get a head-start into the curriculum in March.
3) Wrap-Up & Celebrations Call with Sami Wunder
You also receive a wrap-up call at the end of the program in August, that will be
led and facilitated by me directly.
4) Regular written Facebook group support to ask your questions in-between
the weekly live sessions
A private FB group community is a hugely successful feature of ELEVATE. It is here
that you will be supported by an amazing community of smart and loving women
like yourself, on the same journey as you, as well as my team of trained coaches.

The coaches usually get back within 48 hours or sooner to your questions. I also
show up in the group and offer livestreams to address the questions and struggles
that the community may be sharing.
5) Video livestream in the group from Sami Wunder, offering solutions for the
biggest current problems that participants face, as well as the larger patterns and
challenges that emerge again and again in the group. These livestreams will be a
‘surprise’ in nature but you will be able to find them in the top Featured section,
whenever you return to the FB group.
6) On top of this tremendous live coaching support, a state-of-the-art
curriculum of 8 modules, covering all necessary aspects of healthy relationship
skills and Soulmate attraction will be provided to you.
For single ladies, the curriculum includes Course Foundation - ‘Wounded & Empowered Energies’
Module 0 - ‘Fast Track Manifestation + Online Dating Fundamentals’
Module 1 - ‘Taking Your Power Back’
Module 2 - ‘Sitting In Your Enoughness (Being vs. Doing)’
Module 3 - ‘Feminine Energy Magic’
Module 4 - ‘High-Value Feminine Dating’
Module 5 - ‘Healing Intimacy Fears & Clarity On The Right Man’
Module 6 - ‘Mastering Vulnerability & Strong Boundaries’
Module 7 - ‘Understanding Men & The Skill Of Positive Tension’
Bonus Masterclasses - ‘Feminine Texting,’ ‘Triggers Management,’ ‘Sex,,’

‘Navigating Mid-Level Dating,’ ‘Connecting Emotionally With Men.’

For women in relationships, we will be covering Module 0 - ‘Harness Your Empowered Energies’
Module 1 - ‘Blueprint To Healthy Love & Manifestation Magic’
Module 2 - ‘Sitting In Your Enoughness (Being vs. Doing)’
Module 3 - ‘Feminine Energy: The Key To Being Irresistible To Your Man’
Module 4 - ‘Stop What Does Not Work In Your Relationship’
Module 5 - ‘Communication & Emotional Intimacy’
Module 6 - ‘Mastering Vulnerability & Strong Boundaries’
Module 7 - ‘Understanding Men & The Skill Of Positive Tension’
Bonus Masterclasses - ‘Releasing Over-giving,’ ‘Sex,’ ‘Financial Blueprint,’

‘Fighting Fair,’ Emotional ‘Triggers Management.’

The best part? You get to keep this curriculum with yourself for an entire lifetime!

3. How is ELEVATE different from my other programs?
While I am proud of all the programs I have created thus far and all my programs
carry a different vibration and energetic signature, ELEVATE is by far my most
outstanding and dynamic, live coaching container.
It’s where you know that Sami Wunder and her team has got your back.
You will have the biggest breakthroughs and fastest results inside of ELEVATE,
simply because you will be doing relationships / dating / communication under my
guidance and that of my team of trained coaches.
When questions come up, we will be there for you.
When old beliefs and triggers come up, we will be there for you.
When you wonder what to say in a given situation or simply want an expert
opinion, we will be there for you. We will guide you every step of the way.
This is NOT a self-study program like ‘Leap into Love’ or ‘Speak To His Heart,’
where you are left to your own devices to implement the work.
Instead, ELEVATE provides you interactive, live coaching support every week,
where you will be meeting me and my team of coaches on Zoom to get your
questions answered on video, get personalized support on your love life situation,
and receive regular accountability.
Inside ELEVATE, you will have a container of real human beings, loving you,
supporting you, and cheering for you.
This is our 11th round of running ELEVATE, which has served over 550 happy
graduates so far, with countless happy marriages, engagements and relationships
resulting from this program.
But even more than those results, countless happy, empowered women, in love
with themselves and their men.
We have over 100 successful case studies from ELEVATE alone. At the end of this
document, you will find a selection of links to watch interviews with some of our
recent graduates.

4. How much time commitment will the program need?
If you can make it once a week on the calls on the weekend, that would be the live
coaching support. You don’t have to show up on all the calls. We’re not at
university. :) You show up when it serves you. You skip it when you want to sleep
or relax with friends.
We do calls that are accessible for everyone in the USA / Europe. The way the
schedule is set now, all calls are on the weekend.
Regarding the trainings, firstly, you will LOVE them. They are unlike anything else
in the smaller programs or even ‘Leap into Love.’
If you can brush your teeth and watch my trainings each night for 10 mins, that
should be sufficient. But again, no prizes are being given for being a perfectionist.
So do it at a pace that feels GOOD to you.
Binge watch sometimes, go slowly at other times. And remember that a lot of the
learning will happen inside the Facebook community, where your fellow sisters will
be posting, sharing and major growth will be happening.

5. How much of Sami Wunder do you get directly in the
program?
A lot! As part of my Inner Circle, you are my VIP clients.
I deeply care about your growth and you feeling supported in the journey of your
love life.
I know of some other coaching programs where the head coach is never present.
This is not the case inside ELEVATE. I truly care about your success and I am
actively present and involved in the running of the program and in ensuring you
feel supported.
Remember that you will see me on a call each month live, answering your
questions on Zoom, in video one-on-one chat format. Plus, in three out of the six
months, you will see me twice on Q& A live calls.
I also hang out on the FB group to pattern-interrupt and share my gifts and
expertise through video livestreams, wherever I feel it will benefit you.

I can also share that 90% of our current clients have rated us a 10/10 in the
service, support, emotional safety maintained in the group.
For a coach who runs a multi-seven figure company, I am VERY proud of the high
level of intimate service my team and I provide our clients inside ELEVATE. One
thing is certain – You will never feel there isn't enough support. Only too much at
times ;)

6. How big is the group?
We cap the groups at maximum 70 participants each but usually the groups tend
to be smaller.
However, capping participants this way keeps the group exclusive, intimate, and
we can truly facilitate your growth. Please note - We do not do ‘push marketing’ for
this program. It is all attraction based, ensuring that the group only has the right
women inside it, who are a vibrational match for the energy in the group.

7. How is this program different from other love coaching
programs in the industry (in case you’ve taken some)?
I have a value around not speaking for anybody else. I like to speak for myself.
If you’re single and looking to learn the skills to attract and create a healthy
romantic relationship with a Masculine Energy man, if you’re desiring to feel more
confident in your boundaries, happier, more alive in your life, Feminine Energy
and marriage, I am your gal!
The BBC London called me the ‘Get the Ring Coach,’ as over 307 of my clients have
been engaged in the last six years alone. Thanks to the work I do. Hundreds and
hundreds of other clients are in happy committed relationships because of this
work.
In other words, my process works and there are thumping results to prove this.
And I am not the only one to say this. It’s my clients who say it.
I have an innate ability to sense what is going on with you or inside you and make
it conscious for you, so that you can pattern-interrupt and heal.

So back to your question, how is this different?
Well, I truly believe that each teacher and coach have something to gift to us in our
journey.
I am a CEO at 33 years of age, a mother, a happily married wife of over nine years
and I live and embody what I teach you, every day of my life. If my content, my
energy and my way (firm but loving) resonates with you, I invite you to take a
calculated risk with this investment.
It is a mid-level four figure investment but extremely small in comparison to the
results it can help you achieve. Our clients repeatedly say it’s one of the best
investments (if not the best) they’ve ever made.

8. What if I need private, one-on-one coaching support?
We got you, my love!
ELEVATE PLATINUM is the second track of ELEVATE, which gives you access to
private coaching support, on top of everything included in the ELEVATE Gold
(standard) package.
The PLATINUM track includes a total of 10 private coaching sessions:
—> 9 one-on-one coaching sessions with one of our Associate Coaches,
to hold your hand through your journey and help you address your
individual situations, patterns and triggers that are easier to address in a
private setting vs. a group setting.
—> 1 VIP one-on-one coaching session with Master Coach Sami
Wunder, to help you get to the root of your blocks and release and
recalibrate your energy quickly, in the direction of the results you do want
to manifest in your love life.
The sessions last for 40 minutes each and will be spread out through your 6months period inside ELEVATE.

9. What is the investment, and what are your special
privileges?

As a member of my community, of course, here are your special privileges Standard investment for 6 months - €6555
—> Your Early Bird investment: €5555 (€1000 savings for the next 48h only!)
Installments are available:
—> €2000 deposit + 5 monthly payments of €850 each
—> OR: 2 payments x €2777.50 each monthly (interest-free for a limited time!)
If you know you absolutely want to join but want to request a different, custom
plan, contact my team while the offer lasts at support@samiwunder.com and they
will help you.

To sign up for ELEVATE GOLD (group coaching), CLICK HERE.
PLATINUM Private investment, with 10 private sessions over 6 months + 6-month
ELEVATE group support (Gold) included – €14,000 one-time,
installments available.
PLATINUM installments - €6000 deposit now + €2000 * 5 months

To sign up for ELEVATE PLATINUM, with group + private
coaching from me and one of my Associate Coaches (10
private sessions), CLICK HERE.

We are rewarding fast action right now, so if you know you want in, it makes sense
to take action NOW!
1) If you are among the first 10 women to join ELEVATE, you get a bonus
private coaching session with a trained and certified Sami Wunder coach,
Natalie Deadman.
2) If you are amongst the first 15 women to join ELEVATE, you get to choose
one of your favorite programs as a bonus gift (value: €597).
For singles, choose between – ‘Attract Your Soulmate’ / ‘Speak To

His Heart’ / ‘Building Emotional Attraction With Men’ (Singles

segment) / ‘The Feminine Art Of Romance’ / ‘Modern Feminine
Energy Archetypes In Romance’
For women in relationships – ‘Soulmates Forever’ / ‘Speak To His
Heart’ / ‘Building Emotional Attraction With Men’ (Relationships
Segment) / ‘The Feminine Art Of Romance’ / ‘Modern Feminine

Energy Archetypes In Romance’

10. When does the ELEVATE 11th round start?
It starts on March 1 st, 2022 and finishes August 31 st, 2022. However, your special
privileges expire within 48 hours from now.

11. What if you miss the live coaching calls?
No worries. Everything is recorded and you can revisit it in your training portal.

12. What time are the Zoom live coaching calls?
As it stands now, the calls with me (Sami Wunder) are at 9am Eastern on Saturday
mornings for singles and 10.30 am Eastern for relationships.
Coach Katrina's calls will take place on Saturdays at 6pm Eastern (Single/Dating)
and 8pm Eastern (Relationship/Married). Coach Natalie’s calls will take place on
Saturdays at 12 noon Eastern (Single/Dating) and 10am Eastern
(Relationship/Married).
You will have plenty of options to choose from! In case you miss one coach's calls,
you can always show up on another's.

13. Will this work for you? :)
Yes, my love.
It will work, if you make it work.
We cannot do the work for you, but if you come in determined to listen, to follow,
to implement, grand love awaits you.

I know what it takes to ‘hope again,’ to put yourself out there, to be willing to take
a risk to love again, to try again. I don’t take your trust lightly. :)
At my end, I will give you the skills, the love, the guidance, the confidence that you
need to ELEVATE into the best version of yourself and attract or create your NEXT
LEVEL LOVE, and together we will co-create the next level version of you, for you
and for the man in your life.
Come make the leap of faith with us.
It may end up changing the trajectory of your entire life.
Women have ended up engaged, married, in happy, committed relationships,
walking the aisle … and the one decision that triggered that path was joining
ELEVATE.

Single Clients – From Single To Soulmate Relationship:
Ritika, Canada
Meet this young professional who came to us feeling tired of
men ghosting on her or just wanting to get into her pants. Inside
ELEVATE, we helped Ritika switch her man-picker and choose
emotional compatibility instead of chemistry. Ritika is now
engaged and planning her wedding.
Click here to watch Ritika’s 12-min interview.

Jennifer, United States
Meet this academic advisor from Oregon, who joined ELEVATE
to heal after a 7-year relationship that didn't end in forever
commitment. She attracted her Soulmate within 1 (one!) month
of starting the program, and he proposed to her 10 months
later. Jennifer calls me her 'Fairy Godmother' and is now
blissfully married to the man of her dreams.
Click here to watch Jennifer’s 4-min testimonial video.

Sonia, Ireland
Meet this successful CEO, go-getter entrepreneur from Ireland,
who attracted and met her husband and is now happily married
using our process from ELEVATE.
Click here to watch Sonia’s 5-min testimonial video.

Caroline, United States
Meet this project manager from North Carolina who was
struggling for years because the man she loved was not ready to
commit for marriage. With our help, Caroline inspired him to
step up! She's now happily married.
Click here to watch Caroline’s 22-min interview.

Beth, United States
Meet this single mother and medical professional, who in her
early 50’s attracted the healthiest, most blissful relationship of
her life and is now planning her wedding, after leaving behind a
toxic marriage of over 15 years.
Click here to watch Beth’s 20-min interview.

Partnered ELEVATE Clients - Marriage & Relationship Reconnection:
Valentina, Netherlands
Meet this global sales executive who was sabotaging her
relationship with her Soulmate because of her negative
emotional triggers. Having done two rounds of ELEVATE,
Valentina and her man have never been happier together. He is
grateful she did the work with us!
Click here to watch Valentina’s 6-min testimonial video.

Anne, United Kingdom
Meet this successful entrepreneur and master of wine, who
used our processes, not once but twice - first to attract her
amazing man, and then to help her relationship become the
most passionate and connected through ELEVATE.
Click here to watch Anne’s 8-min testimonial video.

Karianne, United States
Meet this medical professional from the United States, who
transformed the connection with her fiancé through learning
presence, the art of feminine romance and healthy boundaries,
at the age of 50 years, and while being mum to teenagers. She is
now happily married.
Click here to watch Karianne’s 15-min interview.

Shahrzad, Canada
Meet this civil engineer who turned around her patterns of being
Good-Girl and over-giving, to attract a ring and forever
commitment from her man.
Click here to watch Shahrzad’s 6-min testimonial video.

Kelly, United Kingdom
Meet this successful entrepreneur who used our process in
ELEVATE to inspire her partner to step up and commit. Kelly
became a mom in her 40s thanks to this work, and has never
been happier.
Click here to watch Kelly’s 16-min interview.

14. How do you sign up?
—> To sign up for ELEVATE GOLD (group coaching), click here.
—> To sign up for ELEVATE PLATINUM, with private coaching from me
and one of my Associate Coaches, click here.

A summary of the 2 tracks of the program is also available for you in the table at
the end of this document.
I very much look forward to supporting you inside my container of empowerment
and having a FABULOUS time with you inside my Inner Circle.
All my love,

Sami Wunder xoxo

P.S. Do drop me a quick DM in my Facebook inbox when you're in, so we can keep
track of your eligibility for the bonuses.

